
Alfred Adler
Individual Psychology

"The individual could be understood only by studying his
contacts with the social groups in which he lived." 
Ansbacher and Ansbacher, 1964)

The Freudian view is that man, by nature bad,
covers this unconscious badness through
censorship merely to get along better in life. 
Individual Psychology, on the other hand, states
that the development of man, by virtue of his
inadequate physique, is subject to the redeeming
influence of social interest, so that all his drives
can be guided in the direction of the generally
useful.  The indestructible destiny of the human
species is social interest.  In Individual
Psychology this is the truth; in psychoanalysis it
is a trick.  

Individual Psychology, accordingly, maintains
that, due to his physique, i.e, physical condition,
a biological factor, man is inclined toward social
interest, toward the good.  We find neurotics,
psychotics, suicides, etc., only when social
interest is throttled.  In this case the child
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becomes egotistic, loses interest in others, and
presses his biologically founded striving for
significance toward the useless side to reach his
goal of personal superiority.  (Adler, 1931, pp
210-211)

Feeling of Inferiority
Style of Life

Teleology

Adler model also focuses on consciousness.  The source
of the problem is not in the unconscious: Adler wrote:

Henry Stein summarized Adlerian Psychotherapy by
outlining it has consisting of Twelve Stages

1,   Empathy-Relationship Stage 
2.   Information Stage
3.  Clarification Stage
4.   Encouragement Stage
5. Interpretation and Recognition Stage
6.  Knowing Stage
7.  Group and Marathon Stage (If Needed)
8.   Doing Different Stage
9.   Reinforcement Stage
10. Social Interest Stage
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11. Goal-Redirection Stage
12. Support and Launching Stage

Spitting in the Soup
"Making negative behavior taste bad . .to move the client
away from actions that damage the self or others. 
Sometimes environmental strategies may be needed to
provide unpleasant consequences for the client who
resists moving in a new, healthier direction."  Stein, 1988
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